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Robertsonian translocations are the most common translocations found in humans (1). The breakpoints forming these rearrangements are at or near the centromers of both chromosomes involved. The carriers of Robertsonian translocations are usually normal in other respects. Such a translocation of chromosome 21 to the other chromosome 21 or to one of the other acrocentrics is frequently a cause of familial Down Syndrome (2-4).

Biparental inheritance of Robertsonian translocations, which involves the same chromosomes in both parents, has only been reported very rarely (5).

Here we present a phenotypically normal male with a unique karyotype of 44,XY,t(21q;22q),t(21q;22q). The parents of the presented case were first cousins who were considered to have inherited this translocation from common ancestry.

A 37-year-old woman and her husband were referred to the genetics subdivision in order to have genetic counseling because her fetus had a chromosome composition of 45,XX,t(21q;22q). This was the 6th pregnancy of the mother. She had given birth to 2 healthy children and she had undergone 3 abortions within the first trimester. Both parents were investigated for balanced translocation and the chromosome composition of 44,XY,t(21q;22q),t(21q;22q) was detected in the father (Fig. 1). The mother’s karyotype

Figure 1. Karyotype of double translocation carrier male.
was normal. Pedigree analysis revealed that the parents of the father were first cousins (Fig. 2). The sister of this double translocation carrier father had had a daughter with Down Syndrome. Hospital records showed that she had the karyotype 46,XX,-22,t(21q;22q) (see pedigree, I-2). When the diagnosis had been established in this Down Syndrome child, the parents were investigated and the maternal inheritance of the translocation was shown. During genetic counseling with this family, other family members at risk of being translocation carriers were advised to undergo chromosomal analysis. Although the situation was explained in detail, the family members refused any cytogenetic study.

The male carrying the double translocation refused to bring his phonetically normal children for cytogenetic study.

Balanced or unbalanced double translocation carriers have occasionally been reported (6-9). Most of these were double translocation heterozygotes and reciprocal translocations. Double translocation homozygosity is extremely rare. In a review of the literature, only one case was found to have two translocations involving the same acrocentric chromosome (5).

In the report of Rajangam et al. the index case was diagnosed as having Down Syndrome with the karyotype 45,XY,der (14;21) (p11.1;p11.1) pat,der (14;21) (p11.1;q11:1). The parents in this case were not consanguineous. The authors also confirmed nonconsanguinity using both cytogenetic and molecular genetic techniques (5). In a case of parental consanguinity, theoretically, double translocations involving the same chromosomes are expected to be more common. To date there have been no reported cases exhibiting pedigree and cytogenetic features similar to those found in our case.

Pedigree analysis of our case revealed a family member with translocation Down Syndrome (Fig. 2, I-2), which can be expected in such a family.

The cytogenetic analyses of the individual with DS (Fig. 2, I-2) and her parents had been done 6 years previously and it was shown that the translocation had been inherited from the mother. At that time, although the family members at risk of being translocation carriers were invited for genetic counseling, none of them in fact came for counseling.

Figure 2. Pedigree.
Until chromosomal analysis was carried out on the fetus (Fig. 2, I-5) due to advanced maternal age, the double translocation carrier male presented here was unaware of his condition.

After his chromosomal constitution was identified, it was suggested that his two healthy children (Fig. 2, I-3, I-4) have cytogenetic analysis, but he refused to bring the children to the hospital. When taking into consideration the pedigree, we can say that these two children are obligate carriers and have a high risk of having a DS child. The father was warned of this possibility.

The family had also had three early pregnancy losses. There is no possibility of the father having offspring with only trisomy 21. Both trisomy 21 and 22 or both monosomy 21 and 22 may be present in his offspring and these might be responsible for the recurrent early miscarriages in this family.
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